SUMMER 2021: RESEARCH

GRANTS

Largest grant in university history
has been renewed for $1.3 M
Research sparked from Lipscomb’s Behavioral Health Initiative on how to prepare
students for integrated health care practice has reached a national audience.

BUSINESS

LIPSCOMB HEALTH

COB research steps up in
last five years

Vice provost’s research
expertise proves relevant

College of Business has achieved its
internal goals to ramp-up research in
pursuit of excellence.

Demand for expertise in infamous
Tuskegee study and evolution of research
ethics has increased during Covid-19.

BIOLOGY

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Biology alum published in
scientific journal Nature

Faculty research fueled arts
students' performances

Lindsay Davison is the co-author of a study
on the effects of progeria in mice in the
world-renown journal.

Arts students learned creative workarounds and new techniques thanks to
faculty’s real-world connections in 2020-21.

GRANTS

Lipscomb 2021 Summer Grant Recipients
Annual internal program funds study of infection prevention, public policy and spiritual
practices and an oral history project.

Complete list of 2020-21 faculty research
Latest books by Lipscomb faculty

PHYSICS

LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES

Physics professor awarded
use of supercomputer

10th Student Scholars
Symposium features
growth

Faculty and students have access to NSFfunded supercomputer, the eighth most
powerful in the world.

The 10th annual Student Scholars
Symposium, held on April 8, had more than
300 students participate.

BIOCHEMISTRY

2021 Langford-Yates
Summer Fellows
A group of six Lipscomb biochemistry students
are hard at work this summer as the LangfordYates Summer Research Fellows.

PHARMACY

Professor's work on health
care interprofessional
education recognized
Chad Gentry's work with local alliance
published in ScienceDirect.

Take a deeper dive
Want to go deeper into the insights and innovation of
Lipscomb faculty's research and scholarship? Check
out these recent discussions from the university's
official podcast.
Poet and English Professor Jan Harris
Author and Bible Professor JP Conway
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